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Sep 20 2019 Would
an elephant learn
the ABCs if she
went to school? No
way! She would
learn to use her
trunk as a nose, a
straw, a hand, and
a hose! Through a
series of questions
and answers,
readers learn about
animals and their
unique behaviors.
And in the end, you
might find yourself
asking just what
would you learn.
You Can't Take an
Elephant on
Holiday Feb 18
2022
_______________'Brilli
antly funny' - Abi
Elphinstone________
_______A cheetah in
charge of a camper
van? Rhinos
rampaging round
the campsite?
Meerkats playing
minigolf? This
riotous book
features all sorts of
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crazy creatures that
you would definitely
NOT want to take
on your
holiday!Imagine
playing minigolf
with meerkats or
building a
sandcastle with an
armadillo! And
don't even think
about eating
candyfloss when
there's an albatross
about! Jam-packed
with crazy
creatures, this
brilliant new book
from the creators of
You Can't Take an
Elephant on the Bus
is riotous, laughout-loud
fun!_______________
Don't miss out on
the other hilarious
books in this series:
You Can't Take an
Elephant on the
Bus, You Can't Let
an Elephant Drive a
Digger, You Can't
Call an Elephant in
an Emergency, and
2/17

You Can't Let an
Elephant Drive a
Racing Car. Collect
them all!
Who Says
Elephants Can't
Dance Jan 25 2020
Heading into IBM, I
would have bet
large sums of
money that these
frenetic early
months would be
the hardest work of
my professional
career. I would
have bet wrong.
What happened
through the second
half of the 1990s
would determine
whether IBM was
merely going to be
one more pleasant,
safe, comfortable but fairly innocuous
- participant in the
information
technology
industry, or
whether we were
once again going to
be a company that
mattered.
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Can You Move
Like an Elephant?
May 09 2021 Can
you move like an
elephant? Creep
like a snail? Or
spring like a deer?
This imaginative,
rhythmic text
accompanied by
Manja's bold,
vibrant illustrations
encourages
children to stomp,
swing, swoop or
spring like animals.
Baby Elephant For
Kids Nov 03 2020
You can make your
children happy for
less than 7 dollars
30 completely
unique Elephant
coloring pages for
kids A Elephant
coloring book for
kids to use at home
or even at school!
When kids do a fun
activity like
coloring, it builds
good motor skills
and when kids who
love the Elephants
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color these
Elephants, they can
express their
creativity and
imagination a lot
and make these
Elephants what
ever color they
wish! With big
Elephants to color
on, kids can spend
all day completing
this book.This
coloring book is a
great non-screen
activity to stimulate
a child's creativity
and imagination. It
makes a perfect
gift! About this
Elephant coloring
book: Contains 30
completely unique
coloring pages.
There are NO
duplicate images in
this book. - The
pages are singlesided to prevent
bleed-through, and
so that pages can
be removed and
displayed without
losing an image on
3/17

the back. - We have
carefully designed
each page to be
entertaining and
suitable for children
in the 4 to 8 yearold age range. We
have avoided
overly-intricate
designs as well as
overly-simplistic
ones. We believe
children of this age
love coloring fun
scenes that fire up
their imaginations,
not a book full of
simple shapes. The pages are a
nice, large 8.5x11
size. Then click on
our brand(PenArt
Publishing) check
the hundreds more
customer options
and otherfamily
members and top
design other
animals in our shop
If An Elephant Can
Wear a Mask So
Can You Nov 22
2019 In the United
States, where
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masking for K-12 is
mandatory for both
students and staff
as the 2021 school
year begins, this
book is a vital and
engaging teaching
tool. Also available
in Spanish
Translation.
Elephants of
Thailand Feb 24
2020 Elephants of
Thailand: The
Smiling Elephant
Elephant Rescue! A
touching true story
Chang, a baby
elephant and his
adventures as he is
rescued from
captivity. Children
and adults alike can
learn compassion
and courage from
Chang. The Smiling
Elephant tells a
true story of the
plight of elephants
in captivity. This
beautifully
illustrated
children's book
about elephants in
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Thailand takes the
child through an
elephant's life,
starting from the
jungle, life in the
tourist industry and
then being rescued
and taken to an
elephant refuge
park. During this
story your child will
be educated on the
true life of real
elephants and the
impact this has on
their lives. They will
also learn valuable
lessons about
overcoming being
different and how
our happiness, even
during difficult
times, can make
those around us
happy. The Second
book in the series is
out now! Mosha,
the Elephant Who
Would Not Give up.
If you liked the
characters in this
story the Smiling
Elephant t-shirts
are available now
4/17

on Amazon fashion.
Download your
copy today!
Elephants Can
Paint Too! Jan 17
2022 Presents the
story of how the
author taught Asian
elephants to draw
along with
examples of their
work, including
paintings of trees
and flowers.
Who Says
Elephants Can't
Dance Aug 24 2022
The chairman and
former CEO of IBM
recounts his years
at Big Blue,
detailing how,
under his
leadership, IBM
was transformed
from a company on
the verge of
collapse into one of
today's most
preeminent global
corporations.
Elephants of the
World: Fun Facts
About Elephants Jul
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11 2021 Elephants
are gentle giants
that need to be
protected. They are
being killed for
their ivory tusks,
which are illegally
taken for trade. You
can condition your
child's mind to care
for these animals
through
appropriate
introduction that
focuses on their
importance to the
ecosystem. The
unique layout plus
beautiful images in
this book will make
that objective a
reality soon. Grab a
copy now!
Today I Will Fly!
(An Elephant and
Piggie Book) Oct 02
2020 While Piggie
is determined to fly
Elephant is
skeptical, but when
Piggie gets a little
help from others,
amazing things
happen.
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Elephant Apr 27
2020 Do you know
that the brains of
an Elephant are
fully developed at
birth?And do you
know that
Elephants hear with
both their ears and
feet?It is sometimes
difficult to make
our children
understand the
beauty of nature, to
make them
appreciate the
small things, the
beauty of a flower,
the freshness of the
air, the scent of
grass. Often, we are
not fortunate to be
in contact with
nature, far from a
meadow, closed in
the cities. Still, so
often, while looking
out from our
balcony in a
beautiful country
house, we know
how to observe but
do not appreciate
creation's
5/17

beauty.Know the
details and habits of
zoo animals as
common as it is
surprising, through
a simple path,
which fuels your
child's interest and
curiosity. That's the
purpose of this
book.But beware,
prepare for the
challenge!You will
have to be able to
answer the
questions that your
child will ask you by
showing off their
deep knowledge in
the microworld of
the Elephant: Mom, do you know
how much the trunk
on an Elephant can
weigh? I do!-Hey
dad, do you know
what the three
different types of
Elephants are? I
do!-Grandpa, do
you know at what
age Elephants
develop tusks? I
do!-Grandma, do
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you know how
much food
Elephants need to
eat each day? I do!Sarah, you're my
big sister, and
you've studied a lot,
but I bet you don't
know how mcuh
water a Elephant
drinks daily! I know
that.You don't need
anything else; just
one click on "Buy
Now," and you will
let your child live a
magical new
adventure with his
new friend
Elephant and the
magic natural world
of zoo animals.
Daddy, Could I
Have an Elephant?
Sep 13 2021
Despite his father's
objections, Tony
insists on wanting
such impractical
pets as an elephant,
a python, or a
flamingo.
Mosha the Elephant
Who Just Would Not
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Give Up Mar 19
2022
Can an Elephant Fit
in a Box? | A Size &
Shape Book for
Kids Sep 01 2020
This book combines
size and shapes
lessons with
familiarization on
the animal
kingdom. Your kids
will truly enjoy
trying to estimate
which animal fits
what shape and
imagining them
placed inside boxes
or cylinders. Have
your children
master their sizes
and shapes lessons
with this interactive
and cool book for
kids. Get a copy
here.
Elephant Jokes Dec
24 2019 Funny
Elephant Jokes Are
you looking for the
most funny and
hilarious elephant
jokes online? Do
you want to
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dominate joke
battles and be the
funniest person
around? This joke
book will make you
giggle for hours
with some of the
funniest elephant
jokes in the world!
The Joke King is
back with another
hilarious joke book
full of funny, laughout-loud, crazy
comedy and
elephant jokes for
children of all ages,
teens, and adults.
This joke book
contains over 100
funny elephant
jokes! WARNING:
This MASSIVE
assortment of
elephant jokes is
extremely hilarious!
From this Funny
Joke Book... Q: How
do you know
peanuts are
fattening? A: Have
you ever seen a
skinny elephant?
HAHA! Q: Why do
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elephants eat raw
food? A: Because
they don't know
how to cook!
HAHA! Q: What do
you give an
elephant that can't
sleep? A:
Trunkquilizers!
HAHA! Q: How do
you tell the
difference between
an elephant and a
mouse? A: Try
picking them up!
HAHA! Q: What's
grey, has a wand,
huge wings, and
gives money to
elephants? A: The
tusk fairy! 100+
funny and hilarious
elephant jokes for
children of all ages,
teens, and adults!
Your elephant
friends might not
think these jokes
are that funny, but
you will be rolling
on the floor
laughing. This
collection of
elephant jokes is
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one of the funniest
collections in the
world! These jokes
about elephants will
make everyone
giggle and erupt
with laughter. This
joke book is
excellent for kids,
children, teens, and
adults. Johnny B.
Laughing is the
online comedy king!
Scroll up and click
'buy' to get your
trunk on a copy
today!
Uncle Elephant Nov
15 2021 Another
sweet, classic
bedtime tale from
Arnold Lobel, the
beloved author and
illustrator of the
Newbery Honor
and Caldecott
Honor awardwinning Frog and
Toad books. While
his mother and
father are away, a
little elephant goes
to visit his uncle.
And what a time
7/17

they have! Uncle
Elephant makes
wishes come true,
tells amazing
stories, and
trumpets the dawn.
The visit is perfect,
except for one
thing—it ends much
too soon. This Level
Two I Can Read is
geared toward kids
who read on their
own but still need a
little help. The
classic Frog and
Toad stories by
Arnold Lobel have
won numerous
awards and honors,
including a
Newbery Honor, a
Caldecott Honor,
ALA Notable
Children’s Book,
Fanfare Honor List
(Horn Book), School
Library Journal Best
Children’s Book,
and Library of
Congress Children’s
Book.
How Can You
Lose an Elephant
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Apr 08 2021 A
funny and
reassuring story
about friendship,
tempers, and
making amends and the perfect
parental toolkit to
help deal with
tantrums. Meet
Oscar, a boy who
loses everything —
his football boots,
his scooter, even
his clothes. Now
meet Hugo, an
elephant who never
forgets anything!
So when they find
each other in the
park they become
inseparable. But
one day, Oscar
loses something
very important —
his temper — which
means he might just
lose his best friend
as well. From the
brilliant Jan
Fearnley, creator of
the bestselling Mr
Wolf's Pancakes.
You Can't Call an
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Elephant in an
Emergency Jun 10
2021 An elephant
firefighter? A traffic
cop sloth? A
paramedic
chimpanzee? What
a catastrophe! In
case of emergency,
you'd do best to
avoid ALL of these
creatures. Find out
why in this hilarious
picture book filled
with the most
unlikely rescue
attempts. The
brilliant new book
from the creators of
the bestselling You
Can't Take an
Elephant on the Bus
and You Can't Let
an Elephant Drive a
Digger. It's bursting
with all sorts of
emergency vehicles
and crazy
creatures. Nee-nar!
Nee-nar!
Elephant Learns to
Share Jan 05 2021
Elephant doesn’t
like to share, but he
8/17

learns it’s not
always fun to play
by himself. This
fictional story
teaches young
readers the value of
sharing in a
relatable and
engaging way. The
story of Elephant
and his struggles
with sharing is told
through accessible
text and vibrant
illustrations.
Questions are
provided to
facilitate further
discussion about
the story and its
character-building
themes. It’s not
always easy to
share, but readers
will discover why
it’s important and
fun as they follow
along with
Elephant!
Thirsty Baby
Elephant Oct 22
2019 The fish were
happy swimming in
the river. But Baby
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Elephant came to
the river for big
drinks of water. The
fish were
frightened when
they saw the water
going down. How
could they make
Baby Elephant go
away?
Elephants Cannot
Dance! Dec 16
2021 Gerald the
elephant is certain
that he cannot
dance but his friend
Piggie convinces
him to try.
Elephant Coloring
Book for Kids Jun
17 2019 Colouring
in has an important
place in child
development and
can easily be
incorporated into a
child's day. It
provides an
opportunity to
practice and
develop many skills
such as
concentration, fine
motor and
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coordination for
early writing skills
and correct finger
grip. It also gives
the experience of
creativity, colour
awareness and
developing a sense
of achievement. All
these learning
benefits from the
simple act of
colouring in. This
children's coloring
book is full of
beautiful Elephants
that plays and do
amazing things.
Both kids and
adults loves
Elephants and this
book it's a perfect
gift for ages below
12 but also for
adults that like
coloring, even for
stress relief. What's
inside the book:
High Quality
Drawings on white
single sided page
Back page is full
black to not let the
color go throughout
9/17

Each Elephant have
a Name thus kids
could feel more
empathy Each
Elephant is
delimited by a line
to give kids a space
to work in 8,5''X11''
(A4 size) for good
space to coloring in
The 9 benefits that
children will get
from coloring: 1.
Improves Motor
Skills The act of
coloring can help to
improve motor
skills in young
children. The
actions, motions
and precise grip
involved in coloring
can aid in the
development of the
muscles of the
fingers, hands and
wrist. 2. Prepares
Them for School
Children's
education takes
place in a
classroom with a
fair amount of
structure. Lessons
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are issued on paper
via assignments,
tests and other
written course
work. 3. Stimulates
Creativity Whether
they stay in the
lines or not,
coloring fosters a
creative spirit and
an appreciation for
visual differences.
Coloring can stoke
the imagination and
inspire kids to
brainstorm and
learn to think of
new ideas on their
own naturally. 4.
Contributes to
Better Handwriting
Dexterity, hand
strength and
attention to detail
are all required to
write both printed
letters and cursive
script. Starting out
with coloring pages
early can help to
develop these
qualities so that
writing comes more
easily and naturally.
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5. Color Awareness,
Recognition and
Discernment The
names and hues of
colors must be
learned, and
coloring on coloring
pages fosters
practice and
awareness of
primary and
common colors as
well as more
nuanced color
awareness of
lesser-known, more
subtle colors in a
direct hands-on
manner. 6.
Improved Focus
and Hand to Eye
Coordination The
act of holding
crayons, choosing
colors,
implementing the
color in the ideal
spot and even
sharpening crayons
can all help with
cultivating strong
hand-eye
coordination in
youngsters. 7.
10/17

Boundaries,
Structure and
Spatial Awareness
Adhering to
boundaries is an
important part of
juvenile and
adolescent
development. Even
if he or she
becomes a
renegade artist
later in life, it
benefits all children
to start out knowing
the rules before
breaking away.
Coloring sheets can
help with anchoring
a sense of structure
and the need and
benefit of having
boundaries. 8. SelfExpression Coloring
is a fertile vehicle
for self expression
as children make
color decisions and
flesh out the
boundaries of a
coloring page,
sheet or book. 9.
Therapy and Stress
Relief Coloring is
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also calming and
therapeutic for
kids, especially if
they have no other
outlet for
unpleasant or
confusing emotions.
Even kids who fall
into the "normal"
range of emotional
health can benefit
from processing
their feelings,
frustrations and
emotions though
the simple but
profound act of
coloring. Get your
kids started with
coloring as early as
possible, and you'll
contribute to a
lifetime of positive
benefits.
An Elephant Grows
Up Feb 06 2021
Describes the
development of
elephants from
infancy to
adulthood, as they
grow up under the
hot African sun.
Can I Play Too?
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(An Elephant and
Piggie Book) Sep
25 2022 Gerald the
elephant and Piggie
learn to play catch
with their new
friend Snake, even
though Snake
doesn't have any
arms! By the author
of the Theodor
Seuss Geisel Medalwinning book, Are
You Ready to Play
Outside?
Elephant! Elephant!
What Can You See?
Jul 23 2022
Elephant! Elephant!
What can you see?
Under the lily pad,
who could it be?
Lift the flaps to help
Elephant discover
who is hiding
underneath. With a
mirror under the
final flap, this seekand-find book is
perfect for sharing
with the very
smallest of readers.
,
You Can't Take An
11/17

Elephant On the
Bus Oct 26 2022
You can't take an
elephant on the bus
... It would simply
cause a terrible
fuss! Elephants'
bottoms are heavy
and fat and would
certainly squash the
seats quite flat.
Never put a camel
in a sailing boat, or
a tiger on a train,
and don't even
THINK about
asking a whale to
ride a bike ... This
riotous picture book
is filled with
animals causing
total disaster as
they try to travel in
the most unsuitable
vehicles. A real
romp of a book,
with hilarious
rhyming text and
spectacular
illustrations.
Can One Balloon
Make an Elephant
Fly? Jun 22 2022
Dan Richards teams
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up with celebrated
artist, Jeff Newman,
to share a funny
and vibrant picture
book about how
powerful a child’s
imagination can
be…with a little
encouragement.
Evan asks a simple
question, “Can one
balloon make an
elephant fly?” At
first, his mother is
too busy to answer.
But when she takes
the time to play the
game with her
son…magic
happens.
Make A Wish For
An Elephant Dec 04
2020
I Will Surprise My
Friend! (An
Elephant and Piggie
Book) May 29 2020
Best friends
Elephant and Piggie
decide that they
will try to surprise
each other, with
unexpected results.
Can I Have a Pet
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Eagle? May 21
2022 If people can
have pet parakeets,
why can't they have
a pet eagle? The
narrator of this fun
book describes
important facts
about these
majestic birds.
Readers will find
out that these birds
of prey, and their
supersharp talons,
are much better off
living in the wild
than in our homes.
The easy-to-follow
sentences allow
readers to practice
their reading
proficiency, while
eye-catching
photographs help
demonstrate key
points of the text.
The Ultimate
Elephant Book for
Kids Jun 29 2020
The Ultimate
Elephant Book for
Kids Despite their
massive size,
elephants are one
12/17

of the most
beautiful and
majestic creatures
on Earth. There
aren't many people
that don't fall in
love with elephants!
But how much do
we really know
about these massive
animals? In The
Ultimate Elephant
Book for Kids, the
latest in a series of
fun animal fact
books, you'll learn
more about your
favorite gentle
giant. Elephant
Facts Did you
know.... Just like
humans are lefthanded or righthanded, elephants
prefer one tusk
over the other? In
just one day, an
elephant can drink
80 gallons of water!
The elephant is the
national animal of
Thailand. One
elephant tooth can
weigh up to three
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kilograms! Learn
these amazing
elephant facts and
many, many more
in The Ultimate
Elephant Book for
Kids. Illustrated
with lots of
beautiful elephant
lovers alike! Perfect
for teaching
children to read,
while letting them
learn about the
fascinating world of
dolphins - The
Ultimate Elephant
Book for Kids is
ideal for long car
journeys and
bedtime reading.
**BONUS: Print
Edition includes fun
elephant word
search puzzle!
Elephant & Piggie:
The Complete
Collection Mar 07
2021 Gerald is
careful. Piggie is
not.Piggie cannot
help smiling. Gerald
can.Gerald worries
so that Piggie does
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not have to. Gerald
and Piggie are best
friends. Read all of
Elephant & Piggie's
funny adventures
with the complete
collection of all 25
titles. Create an
instant Elephant &
Piggie library with
the sturdy metallic
Elephant & Piggie
bookends included
with each set. Mo
Willems' number
one New York
Times best-selling
Elephant & Piggie
series has won two
Theodor Seuss
Geisel Awards and
five Theodor Seuss
Geisel Honors!
Collect them all in
this deluxe box set.
Elephant Me Oct
14 2021 The
empowering story
of little elephant
Num-Num, who
discovers the
importance of
simply being YOU!
From the creators
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of international
bestseller and
much-loved classic
Giraffes Can't
Dance. It's time for
the Elephant
Games! One by one,
the young elephants
compete to impress
King Elephant
Mighty and earn
their Elephant
Name. Nina is the
strongest, so she
becomes Elephant
Strong. Norcus is
the loudest, so he
becomes Elephant
Noisy. Little
Elephant Num-Num
thinks he will never
discover his own
special talent - until
he learns that the
very best thing you
can be is YOU!
Giraffes Can't
Dance has been a
much-loved family
favourite for over
20 years, and has
sold over 7 million
copies worldwide.
Elephants for
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Kids - Amazing
Animal Books for
Young Readers Jul
31 2020 Elephants
For Kids - Amazing
Animal Books for
Young Readers
Bestselling author
John Davidson
presents "Elephants
For Kids - Amazing
Animal Books For
Young Readers."
Beautiful Pictures
and easy reading
format will help
children fall in love
with Elephants.
This is one of over
20 books in the
Amazing Animal
Books for Young
Readers Series.
http:
//AmazingAnimalBo
oks.com The series
is known as one of
the most beautiful
on the kindle. The
pictures look great
even in black and
white and are
excellent on the full
color kindle. Lots of
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facts and photos
will help your
children learn
about this
wonderful animal.
Children are given
a well-rounded
understanding of
this beautiful
animal: its anatomy,
feeding habits and
behavior. *** You
and your kids will
love learning about
Elephants*** Table
of Contents
Introduction
Chapter 1 About
Elephants Chapter
2 The Evolution of
Elephants Chapter
3 Elephant
Features Chapter 4
Where Elephants
Live Chapter 5 How
Elephants Eat
Chapter 6 How
Elephants
Communicate
Chapter 7 Life In
The Herd Chapter 8
African Elephants
Chapter 9 Asian
Elephants Chapter
14/17

10 Fun Elephant
Facts Chapter 11
Elephant Pictures
Introduction The
world of elephants
is a fascinating
place! There is so
much we can learn
about them, and yet
there are still
mysteries about
them waiting to be
revealed. There
may be stories you
have heard about
elephants. Now the
question is, "Are
those stores fact or
fiction? Are they
true or false?" One
bit of information
you may have heard
is that elephants
have a good
memory. That is
very true! It is so
true, that it is
believed that
elephants have a
better memory than
humans do.
Elephants can
remember other
elephants that they
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may not have seen
in years. They can
also remember
being treated
unkindly by
someone even
though many years
may have passed.
Another story that
is often thought
about with
elephants is, "Are
they afraid of
mice?" You might
have heard that
elephants fear mice
because they can
run up the
elephant's trunk.
But the answer
here is that this
story is not true,
and there is no
proof of any kind to
support this. It may
not surprise you
know that the
elephants of today
are related to the
Ice Age Mammoth.
At one time there
were over 350
different species of
elephants, yet today
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we have only two
species left! Can
you name the two
species? What you
may be surprised to
learn is that
elephants were not
always the large
creatures you see
today. In fact, in
prehistoric times,
the elephant was as
small as the size of
a cow or pig. Would
it surprise you to
learn that the
elephants of today
are related to the
sea cow known as
the Manatee? Did
you know that when
the elephants flap
their ears they do it
for a reason? Or do
you know what jobs
the elephants use
their tusks for? An
elephant's tusk can
be smaller on one
side than the other.
Do you know the
reason why? Did
you know that a
female elephant will
15/17

spend her whole
life in one herd,
while the male
elephant usually
live their lives alone
sometime after the
age of 14? As you
can see, there are
many interesting
things that can be
learned about this
tremendous sized
animal with the
ivory tusks.
Elephants Can't
Jump! Apr 20 2022
Elephant refuses to
believe he cannot
jump and ignores
the jeers of other
animals as he tries,
but they are all
surprised when
Elephant does
something that no
other animal can.
You Can't Let an
Elephant Drive a
Racing Car Mar 27
2020
'BRILLIANTLY
FUNNY' - Abi
Elphinstone on You
Can't Take an
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Elephant on
Holiday Have you
ever seen a
weightlifting
wombat, or a
figure-skating
alligator? How
about a polevaulting hippo, or
an octopus . . .
playing table
tennis? Get ready
for all sorts of
hilarious animal
antics in this sidesplitting picture
book from the
creators of the
bestselling You
Can't Take an
Elephant on the
Bus. From zebras
playing cricket to a
walrus on a
mountain bike, this
book will make you
laugh out loud. Jampacked with silly
animals and all your
favourite sports, it's
riotous, irresistible
fun! Also available:
You Can't Take an
Elephant on the
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Bus, You Can't Let
an Elephant Drive a
Digger, You Can't
Call an Elephant in
an Emergency and
You Can't Take an
Elephant on
Holiday. Collect
them all!
Free to Be Elephant
Me Aug 12 2021
From the
bestselling creators
of Giraffes Can't
Dance comes a
delightful story
about an elephant
looking for a place
where he belongs.
It's time for the
Elephant Games!
Every young
elephant parades
their talent in front
of the king to earn
their special
elephant name. But
Num-Num doesn't
have a special skill
to display. With a
little help from
some familiar
friends, will this
little elephant learn
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that being yourself
is the most
important talent of
them all? Readers
will love seeing
some of their
favorite characters
from Giraffes Can't
Dance return. Free
to Be Elephant Me
is perfect for family
sharing and for
teaching young
readers about the
importance of being
yourself.
I Will Take A
Nap! (An
Elephant and
Piggie Book) Aug
20 2019 Gerald is
careful. Piggie is
not. Piggie cannot
help smiling. Gerald
can. Gerald worries
so that Piggie does
not have to. Gerald
and Piggie are best
friends. In I Will
Take a Nap! Gerald
is tired and cranky.
Will Piggie be in his
dreams? Or will she
keep Gerald from
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dreaming at all?
Are You Ready to
Play Outside? Jul
19 2019 Piggie
can't wait to go and
play in the
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sunshine. But will a
rainy day ruin all
the fun? Told
entirely in speech
bubbles with a
repetitive use of
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familiar phrases,
this original book
encourages
children who are
just learning to
read.
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